Designing an efficient membrane for He purification is quite crucial in scientific and industrial applications. Ultrathin membranes with intrinsic pores are highly desirable for gas purification because of their controllable aperture and homogeneous hole distribution. Based on the first−principles density function theory and molecular dynamics simulations, we demonstrate that the compressively strained graphitic carbon nitride (CN) can effectively purify He from Ne and Ar. Under a −6% strain, the CN monolayer with a suitable pore size presents an easily surmountable barrier for He (0.11 eV) but formidable for Ne (0.51 eV) and Ar (2.45 eV) passing through the membrane, and it exhibits exceptionally high selectivity of 5.17 × 10 6 for He/Ne and 1.89 × 10 39 for He/Ar, as well as excellent He permeance of 1.94 × 10 7 GPU at room temperature, superior to those of porous graphene and C 2 N membrane. Our results confirm that strain−tuned CN membrane could be potentially utilized for He separating from other noble gases.
porous CN has fascinated considerable attention owing to its potential applications in energy storage and catalysts. [18, 19, 20] CN possesses honeycomb−like structure similar to graphene but with six−membered carbon−nitride ring in units [see Fig. 1 (a) ], which makes it a candidate for gas separation. As reported, the stability of CN was confirmed by calculating the phonon dispersion spectrum, and CN membrane could separate H 2 from mixed composition including CO, N 2 and CH 4 . [21] To the best of our knowledge, research on the utilization of CN for efficient He purification is still lacking.
In this work, we propose that the CN sheet, under a biaxial compressive−strain of 6%, is a good candidate for He separation. The microscopic permeation processes of He, Ne and Ar are discussed in terms of minimum energy passway, energy profile, and electron density isosurface. In addition, the diffusion and separation capacity are judged from permeance and selectivity at room temperature.
Computational details
The first−principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed to optimize the structure of the porous CN, describe the electron density isosurfaces for noble gas molecules interacting with the porous CN monolayer, and carry out the energy barrier of noble gases permeating through CN membrane by using the VASP package. [22] The perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [23] under the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with van der Waals correction proposed by Grimme (DFT−D2) [24] is employed by the spin−unrestricted all−electron DFT calculations. The electron wave−functions are expanded by plane waves with cut−off energies of 500 eV, and the convergence criteria for electronic and ionic interactions during structure relaxation are set to be 10 −4 eV and 0.01 eV, respectively. The Monkhorst−Pack meshes of 7 × 7 × 1 are used in sampling the Brillouin zone for 2 × 2 supercells of CN, and a 20Å vacuum thickness is introduced to avoid interlayer interactions. For the transition state calculations, we have performed minimum energy path pro-filing using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI−NEB) method [25] as implemented in the VASP transition state tools.
At the various temperatures, the He permeance of porous CN monolayer are investigated using MD simulations in the NVT ensemble, where the temperature of the system is controlled by the Andersen thermostat method. A condensed−phase optimized molecular potential for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) in the Material Studio software is used for describing the interatomic interaction. [26] 3. Results and discussion 3.1. Pore size and stability of CN nano−sheet 
Where E C , E N and E CN are the energy of single C atom, single N atom, total CN membrane, respectively; and n C , n N are the total number of C and N atoms. Fig. 1(c) shows that E coh decreases with the increasing strain, while E coh under 6% compressive strain is 6.05 eV per atom, which is still much lower than that of silicene (3.17 eV per atom). [29] And the strain energy of the system (E s , the energy difference between strained and equilibrium states), which actually equals to
, increases with strain monotonically until the strain reaches the critical value of −24%. Note that silicene can be successfully used as gas separation membrane, [30] therefore CN under moderate mechanical strain is stable enough for He separation.
Diffusion energy barrier of the noble molecule
Before exploring the transition state and energy barrier, we first optimize the energetically most stable state (SS) of gas molecules on the surface of CN monolayer. The atomic structures of He atom adsorbed on CN surface with and without strain are presented in Fig. 2 . The interaction energy between a noble gas molecule and CN membrane is defined by:
Where E gas/CN , E gas and E CN represent the total enegy of gas/CN system, isolated gas molecule and pure CN monolayer, respectively. The interaction energy and adsorption height of the SS under different compressive strains are summarized in Table 1 . The interaction energy and adsorption height are in the range of −6.9 to −25.5 meV and 1.05 to 2.61Å, respectively, indicating the gas molecules are all physically adsorbed on the CN monolayer via weak van der Waals interaction. The magnitude of adsorption energy is comparable to those of the noble gases adsorbed on C 3 N 4 (−17 to −99 meV) and C 2 N sheet (−60 to −90 meV). The general trend is that as the compressive strain increases, the reduction in pore size would enhance the repulsion interaction between the gas molecules and the CN membrane, leading to an increase in molecular adsorption height. Specifically, Ar has the highest adsorption height, which is due to the relatively large kinetic diameter.
When the gas migrates from the most stable adsorption site to the CN film, due to the symmetry, the transition state (TS) should be which the gas molecules are at the center of the cavity and in the same plane as the film. The TS state is confirmed using the NEB approach. The energy barrier (E b ) is defined as:
Where E TS and E SS represents the energy between gas molecules and CN membrane at the TS and SS, respectively. The energy profiles and barriers of He, Ne and Ar passing through the pore under different compressive strain are shown in Fig. 3 . The barrier for He, Ne and Ar passing through the pristine CN is 0.03, 0.18 and 1.13 eV, respectively. Clearly, the relatively low penetration barrier for both He and Ne make it impracticable to purify He via unstrained CN membrane. Fortunately, the energy barrier increases as the compressive strain is exerted. In particular, when the strain is reached to −6%, the barrier for He, Ne and Ar is further increased to 0.11, 0.51 and 2.45 eV, respectively. The unexpectedly lower penetration barrier for He is within the threshold barrier for gas penetration (0.50 eV), [31] while the values for the other two noble gases are lager than 0.50 eV, suggesting that the He separation performance of CN can be significantly improved by inducing a 6% compressive strain.
To deeply understand of the change of energy barrier when the molecules pass strain−modified CN film, we show the electron density isosurface of noble gases interacting with CN at TS under −6% strain. Intuitively, large electron density overlap would induce strong repulsion which hinder the movement of gas molecules through the pore. From Fig. 4(a) , it can be seen that there is no overlap between the electron density of He and the CN, therefore He could easily move through the membrane. However, the electron density overlap increases for Ne and Ar, as presented in Fig. 4(b) and (c), the Ar molecule and the porous CN sheet completely overlap in electron density, so the Ar gas molecules cannot pass through the film. The effective diameter of strained CN [shown in the inscribed circle of Fig. 4(a) ] is now 2.99Å, which is between the kinetic diameter of He and Ne. Hence the compressed membrane only allows He to penetrate.
The He separation efficiency of the porous CN membrane can be quantitatively examined through the Arrhenius−equation. [32] The selectivity (S) for He over other two noble gas molecules is estimated by:
S He/gas = γ He γ gas = A He exp(−E He /RT ) A gas exp(−E gas /RT )
Where γ is the diffusion rate, the diffusion prefactor, A, is set to 10 
He separation by MD simulations
Permeability is another critical criterion to characterize the separation performance of CN membrane. Based on MD simulations, we investigate the gas flow to estimate the permeability of CN membrane quantitatively at room temperature, which is defined as: [34] 
Where ν and S represent the moles of gas molecules in the permeate side and the area of CN membrane, t is the time duration, and the pressure drop (∆P )
is set to 1 bar across the pore.
As shown in the yellow, He; pink, Ne; green, Ar. Table 1 : Kinetic diameter D 0 (Å) of the gas molecules, the interaction energy E int (meV) 
